

Abstract-- This paper introduces a sustainable pavement construction using foamed
cold mix asphalt (FCMA) technology in order to achieve a better understanding of its
road material properties. It is important because the use of cold mix asphalt lags
behind hot mix asphalt applications. The methodology used in this paper is by
characterisation into FCMA technology based on literature review and experimental
studies. The experimental study covers a laboratory investigation of FCMA properties.
The closure can be drawn in four issues, i.e. foamed bitumen characteristics, the use of
foamed bitumen in road construction, the role of mixing in the process of generating
foamed asphalt material, and the considerations for selecting foamed bitumen
properties in order to achieve an optimised FCMA.

Keywords: Sustainable construction, pavement, foamed asphalt, foamed
bitumen, cold mix, mixing.

I. INTRODUCTION

USTAINABLE pavement constructions using foamed cold mix asphalt
(FCMA) become an important issue due to the increase of road

infrastructure and its impact on the environment. It is reported that this
mixture has been successfully implemented in many roads across the world
especially in cold recycling. This mixture has considerable advantages, i.e.
conserves aggregates and bitumen, decreases energy usage, minimises waste
and reduces fuel consumption & greenhouse gas emission, and the possibility
to use a wide variety of aggregates. This mixture also significantly reduces the
cost of construction.
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Unfortunately, the performance of FCMA is still poorly understood. The
overall behaviour during the production process is not well understood.
Moreover the foamed bitumen characteristics and their effect on mixture
properties are also still unclear. It is noted that addressing the lack of
understanding of how the binder works in the mixture is crucial for
implementation. FCMA technology generally presents the perception that this
type of mixture brings a significant risk due to its complicated behaviour.

As described in Sunarjono et al (2007), if 250g of hot bitumen injected
using 2.5g to 25 g of cold water (1-10% of bitumen mass) normally results in
foam with a maximum volume around 6 to 42 times that of the bitumen. The
ratio between maximum foam volume achieved and the volume of original
bitumen is termed the maximum expansion ratio (ERm). The ERm value is
mainly dependent upon the amount of water added, namely the foaming water
content (FWC). ERm increases with higher FWC. After reaching its maximum
volume, the foam dissipates rapidly accompanied by steam gas escaping. The
time that the foam takes to collapse to half of its maximum volume is called
the half life (HL). In the above example, HL would normally be between 27 to
10 seconds. After a particular time (around 60 seconds), the foam volume
reduces very slowly and asymptotically.

Foamed bitumen, as described above, enables the coating of wet aggregates
at ambient temperature to form foamed asphalt for road pavement material.
This cold-mix asphalt material is an alternative to hot mix asphalt (HMA), a
‘traditional’ mixture of aggregate and bitumen which is mixed at hot
temperature.

As is common for cold-mix asphalts, the strength of FCMA at early life
develops with loss of moisture (Sunarjono, 2007). In a pilot scale project
(Nunn and Thom, 2002), foamed bitumen bound materials at very early life
exhibited stiffness typical of unbound material when their moduli were
investigated using a Dynamic Plate tool. Based on Falling Weight
Deflectometer (FWD) data, the stiffness at 20oC of the foamed asphalt layer
was found to increase from <1000MPa (at early life) to 3500MPa (at one
year). The mixture developed to gain satisfactorily high stiffness levels within
6 months.

For a particular mixture, there is an optimum foamed bitumen content
(OFBC) at which the ‘strength’ of the mixture is a maximum. The associated
strength has been evaluated in terms of unconfined compressive strength or
UCS (Bowering, 1970), resilient modulus under the repeated load triaxial test
(Shackel et al, 1974), Marshall stability and ITS (Kim and Lee, 2006) and
indirect tensile stiffness modulus (Nataatmadja, 2002). However, Jenkins et al
(2004) found that the OFBC can not be clearly identified in the range of
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bitumen content from 1.5% to 3.8% for test carried out under both dry and
wet condition. The investigators gave an explanation that variation of moisture
content and foam characteristics used can significantly affect the test results.
The observed foaming properties (generated using 80/100 bitumen) fluctuated
between 6 and 12 seconds for HL and between 15 and 24 for ERm.
Unfortunately, the investigators did not report the temperature of the bitumen
during the foaming process.

II. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this paper is to introduce a sustainable pavement
construction using FCMA technology in order to achieve a better
understanding of its road material properties. It is important because the use of
cold mix asphalt lags behind hot mix asphalt applications. But, it is quite
certain that the use of cold mix asphalt can be improved with a better
understanding of material properties and if a much clearer estimate of the
material quality can be provided.

III. METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in this paper is by characterization into FCMA
technology based on literature review and experimental studies. The literature
review is a study on FCMA references based upon previous research results;
whereas the experimental study covers a laboratory investigation of FCMA
properties. The results from both studies are combined to increase
understanding of the essential properties of FCMA as a road pavement
material.

IV. MATERIALS USED FOR EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The aggregate used in this study was virgin crushed limestone. Particle
gradation as shown in Fig. 1 was designed to be within the ideal grading
envelope for foamed asphalt as recommended by Akeroyd and Hicks (1988).
The maximum dry density and optimum moisture content were found to be
2.242 Mg/m3 and 6.4% respectively, determined in accordance with BS EN
13286-2: 2004 (modified Proctor).

Three bitumen grades were used in this trial i.e. Pen 50/70, Pen 70/100 and
Pen 160/220. The properties of these bitumens are shown in Table 1. The
bitumen viscosities were measured using a Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR)
at a frequency of 0.1 Hz for temperatures of 5, 20 and 40oC and a Brookfield
rotary viscometer for temperatures of 140oC to 180oC. It can be seen that the
differences in viscosity values of the 3 bitumen grades increase with
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decreasing temperature.
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Fig. 1. Gradation of Virgin Crushed Limestone aggregate

TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF BITUMEN PEN 50/70, 70/100 AND 160/220

Property Bitumen Pen
50/70 70/100 160/220

Specific gravity 1.024 1.03 1.021
Penetration (0.1 mm) 54 - 56 85 - 93 180 - 198
Softening Point (oC) 52 - 53 45 - 49 37 - 38
Viscosity at 5oC (kPa.s) 8795 4322 1315
Viscosity at 20oC (kPa.s) 899 257 68
Viscosity at 40oC (kPa.s) 21.90 5.54 1.63
Viscosity at 140oC (mPa.s) 362 262 164
Viscosity at 160oC (mPa.s) 153 114 74
Viscosity at 180oC (mPa.s) 77 57 40

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Foamed Bitumen Characteristics

An understanding of foamed bitumen characteristics is very demanding
since the structure of foam-aggregate mixture is not fully defined. The way
that foam works in the mixture at every step of construction, namely the
mixing process, storage period, compaction, curing period and service live,
remains poorly understood.

Schramm (1994) and Breward (1999) have defined the structure of foams,
which are broadly divided into wet and dry foams. In a column frame
formation (Fig. 2), the bubbles tend to rise to the top and the liquid fraction
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tends to fall due to gravitational effects. Consequently, a transition is created
from wet foam (at the bottom) to dry foam (at the top). In two dimensions
(Fig. 2 left), it can be seen that bubble shapes in wet foam are approximately
spherical, while in dry foam, the bubbles are more polyhedral.

Fig. 2. An example of a foam in a column frame which forms a transition from wet foam in the
bottom to dry foam in the top. (Left) Two dimensional and (right) three dimensional picture (

Schick, 2004)

The onset of bubble motion (the starting point for wet foam) has been
found at a foam quality of 52% (Mitchell, 1971) or 60% (Weaire et al., 1993).
The transition between wet and dry foam may be at a quality of 75% (Rankin
et al, 1989) or 87% (Weaire et al., 1993).  This transition should be at the
densest possible spherical bubble packing. Based upon a face-centred cubic
system (by calculation), this limit is found to be at 74% quality, which is
lower than those quoted by Rankin et al (1989) and Weaire et al. (1993).
However, the experimental result may be more accurate due to bubbles being
arranged randomly. Stable foam can be observed up to 96% (Rankin et al,
1989), but when the quality exceeds this point the foam becomes unstable.
Thus, foam quality gradation and the limits of wet and dry foam can be
summarised as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Gradation of foam quality

The effect of foaming water content (FWC) on foamed bitumen
characteristics in terms of maximum expansion ratio (ERm) and half-life (HL)
has been identified. It is clearly evident that the value of ERm increases with
increasing FWC (Fig. 4), however the HL value follows an opposite trend to
ERm (Fig. 5). These characteristics agree with general foam properties, in
which dry foam (high ERm) tends to be more unstable than wet foam (low
ERm) (Kraynik, 1983). The constant values of HL at high FWC (see Figure 5)
are thought to relate to the effect of foam temperature. More added water in
the foaming process results in a lower resultant foam temperature. This low
temperature will cause foam bubbles to collapse more slowly. This effect may
balance the gas content effect and hence this results in constant HL values at
high FWC.
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Fig. 4. Effect of FWC on the ERm of foamed bitumen produced using bitumen Pen 70/100 at
varies bitumen temperature.
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Fig. 5. Effect of FWC on the half life of foamed bitumen produced using bitumen Pen 70/100 at
varies bitumen temperature.

B. The Use of Foamed Bitumen Technology

Foamed bitumen technology can be used in road construction either by ‘in-
situ (in- place)’ or ‘ex-situ (in-plant)’ method. In neither system is it
necessary to heat the aggregate materials (either recycled or fresh aggregates)
prior to mixing with foamed bitumen. In-situ treatment offers a cost effective
and rapid form of road rehabilitation with relatively lower quality than ex-situ
mixing method, whereas ex-situ mixing enables control of input materials and
mixing quality and also the material produced can be stored for later use (up
to 3 months).

The in-situ process (Fig. 6), consists of recycling a distressed pavement by
milling the road to certain depth (100mm to 300mm) using a heavy duty
rotovator. This process can be used to recycle distressed asphalt pavement and
granular base and/or sub-base layers. The pulverised pavement is then injected
with water followed by foamed bitumen sprayed into the recycler’s mixing
chamber. The bitumen is continuously supplied to the rotovator from a road
tanker and the two vehicles move in tandem along the site. The appearance of
the materials after mixing is similar to Foamix. The mixed material can then
be levelled, shaped and compacted to obtain a new flexible pavement. The
process is carried out in a single-pass operation (Wirtgen, 2004).
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the in-situ recycling technology

In the ex-situ mixed process (Fig.7), the plant consists of hoppers for
aggregate with a conveyor belt feeding into a pugmill, in which spray bars are
fitted for addition of water. Foamed bitumen is sprayed as the wet aggregate
drops from the conveyor belt and proceeds to mixing in the pugmill to ensure
that foam distribution within the mix is homogenous. The Foamix material
then drops onto a conveyor belt where it can be transported to a loading truck
or to a stockpile (Maccarone et al, 1995). Currently, progress in the
production technology for Foamix has led to the development of mobile
mixing plants which can be located close to site in order to reduce the
transport cost of materials. The feed materials may be virgin aggregates, road
planings, marginal construction materials or combinations of these (Millar and
Nothard, 2004).  The produced Foamix material appears as moist particles
that consists of coated fine aggregate and partly coated coarse aggregate.

Fig. 7.  The ex-situ recycling technology

FCMA has most potential when used as a base course layer and placed
between an asphaltic surface and granular layers in a road pavement. The
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‘semi-bound’ pattern of aggregate-binder structure of FCMA indicates its
behaviour is between those of unbound and fully bound materials. As Brown
(1994) states, there are three important mechanical properties related to the
base course, namely: (1) stiffness, which is to ensure good load spreading
ability; (2) fatigue strength, which is to prevent cracking under repeated traffic
loading; and (3) resistance to permanent deformation, which is to eliminate
rutting. Thus, it is necessary to characterise foamed asphalt in terms of those
three fundamental properties for base application.

C. The Role of Mixing Process

The role of mixing in the process of generating foamed asphalt material is
important since foamed bitumen collapses rapidly in seconds. Foamed
bitumen should be produced at the best quality to ensure that the foam
disperses as much as possible in the mixture. Aggregate moisture content
should be predetermined properly to ensure foamed bitumen is able to
distribute onto the aggregate surface.  Mixer capabilities (power, speed and
agitator type) should be designed to guarantee the most homogenous foam
dispersal in the mixture. During the mixing process, foamed bitumen
properties play an important role in helping to produce the optimum end
product performance.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the effect of foaming water content (FWC) on the
ITSM values for FB 70/100 at 180oC (foamed bitumen produced using
bitumen Pen 70/100 at a temperature of 180oC). The specimens were prepared
using the flat agitator, in which only aggregates with maximum size of 10mm
were mixed with foamed bitumen and aggregate with size of 14mm and 20mm
was added later. The optimum performance was obtained with specimens
prepared at 5% foaming water, although, as indicated by the 95% confident
limit bars, the ITSM values at FWC of 2%-4% and of 6%-10% were no
different.

Fig.9 shows the ITSM values of specimens produced using three different
types of binder in which the foamed bitumen was generated at different
temperatures. All specimens were produced at a FWC of 5%. The results
reveal that the effect of bitumen type is very significant for mixture properties.
It is however, the effect of bitumen temperature is not particularly significant
for mixture properties.
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Moisture content of foamed asphalt is the most important mixture design
criterion due to its significant effect during mixing, compaction and during in-
service life. Moisture is required to aid foamed bitumen dispersal and to coat
the aggregate during mixing. Moisture also acts as a lubricant during
compaction to achieve its maximum density. On the other hand, moisture is
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the main factor affecting lack of stiffness at early age.
Low moisture content causes inadequate foam dispersal in the mix,

whereas too much water will significantly reduce the strength and extend the
curing time. Therefore, moisture content should be close to the optimum
moisture content for compaction. The moisture needed is dependent on
compaction level used - the higher the level the lower the moisture, and filler
content (Maccarone et al, 1994). The aggregate moisture content may
influence the bitumen content used in the mixture. Brennen et al (1983) found
that if the amount of aggregate moisture decreases the bitumen content should
increase.

Several versions of moisture content determination method have been
proposed as following.
 Fluff point method. The Fluff point, developed by Mobil Oil, is the

moisture content at which the aggregate has a maximum loose bulk
volume. Brennen et al (1983) found that this point is close to 70-80%
modified Proctor optimum moisture content (OMC).

 Water application at 65-85 % of the modified Proctor OMC (Lee, 1981
and confirmed by Bissada, 1987).

 Total fluid content concept. This concept is borrowed from emulsion
mixture design in which the sum of the water and bitumen content should
be close to OMC. Castedo-Franco and Wood (1983) agreed with this
concept.

 Sakr and Manke (1985) concept. This concept uses mixing moisture
content (MMC), depending on the modified Proctor OMC, percentage of
fines (PF) in the aggregate and the bitumen content (BC) as described in
Eq. 1.
MMC =8.92+1.48 OMC+0.4 PF-0.39BC  ….............Eq. 1

 High moisture content method. Jenkins et al (2002) applied this
method. Because low moisture content produces a poor quality mix,
therefore the moisture content was set at a high level (around 1-2 %
higher than OMC). After the mixing process the material was air dried for
30 minutes to achieve the optimum fluid content (OFC) necessary for
compaction.

 Wirtgen concept. This method uses optimum compaction and
workability content (OCC) which is equal OMC reduced by a reduction
water content (WCreduc) that depends upon that OMC value (Eq.2).

OCC = OMC – WCreduc.   .........................................Eq. 2
Where,  WCreduc. = 0 (for OMC less than 2%)
WCreduc. = 0.3*OMC – 0.6 (for modified Proctor OMC)
WCreduc. = 0.4*OMC – 0.8 (for standard Proctor OMC)
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Fig. 10 demonstrates the effect of mixing speed on the cured specimen
stiffness measured at 20oC. Two mixing speeds have been investigated i.e.
107 rpm (termed low speed) and 365 rpm (termed high speed). It can be seen
that mixing speed has a significant effect on mixture stiffness for both mixer-
agitator types. The higher mixing speed results in higher mixture stiffness.

Fig.10 also shows the effect of mixer-agitator type used in the mixing
process on mixture stiffness. In this case, the specimens produced using a flat
agitator type resulted in higher mixture stiffness than with a spiral dough hook
type, for both mixing speeds. The spiral dough hook agitator having a single
spiral rod performs less well than the flat type which has a wide frame. The
wide frame causes all particles to agitate simultaneously and allows the binder
to distribute effectively across the aggregate surface.

All specimens shown in Fig.10 were mixed for one minute after foam
spraying, whereas Fig.11 presents a comparison of mixture stiffnesses
between specimens mixed for one minute and two minutes. Three types of
specimen, i.e. produced at FWC of 1%, 5% and 10%, have been investigated,
representing different foam properties in terms of ERm and HL
characteristics. It can be seen that mixing time has a moderate effect on the
mixture stiffness of specimens produced at FWC 1%, but not at FWC 5% and
10%. Mixing time appears more related to the foam’s half life rather than its
expansion. A foam with longer half life has a better chance of improving its
stiffness with longer mixing time.
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D. Strategy to Achieve an Optimised FCMA

The parameters considered to achieve an optimised FCMA are (a) mixing
protocol, (b) binder type, and (c) maximum expansion ratio (ERm). These
parameters are considered since they are easily measured/ defined and
controlled during foam production. FWC and bitumen temperature are found
to be main parameters in affecting foam viscosity, whereas foam viscosity and
ERm combine to influence the FCMA stiffness.

Mixing protocol is found to be a major parameter affecting FCMA
performance. If a FCMA has been designed properly but is not mixed using a
good mixer, it can not be guaranteed to produce a uniform binder distribution.
Three aspects have been identified that affect the mixing performance, i.e.
mixing speed, agitator type and mixing time. The two principles governing
mixer suitability for FCMA are (firstly) that the mixing speed should be fast
enough to cope with the rate of foam spraying, enabling aggregate particles to
distribute as thoroughly as possible while the binder is still workable, and
(secondly) that the mixer agitator should enable as much aggregate agitation
as possible to expose aggregate surfaces to foam spraying and to cut the
binder-fine particles into suitably small size.

Mixer specification should also consider the type of binder used. FCMA
using a hard bitumen (low penetration) requires a high power/speed mixer.
Logically, a poor mixer for FCMA with low bitumen pen will produce poor
binder distribution, and conversely, a FCMA with very high bitumen pen may
not require a mixing speed as high as with a low bitumen pen. If the mixer
quality is inadequate or the binder viscosity is too low, the expansion of the
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foam is a less significant factor in its effect on binder distribution.
In the field (in in-situ cases), mixer power and capacity and depth of

pavement to be recycled are of prime importance in producing a more
homogenous binder distribution in the mixture. Clearly, a shallow depth of
recycled pavement will reduce the required mixer power, and hence it is
suggested that when using low bitumen pen and a thick recycled layer, the
mixer power and capacity should be as high as possible. If the mixer power
and capacity is limited, it is better to use a higher bitumen pen, thinner
pavement layer, and possibly, lower ERm (in the range of stable values).

The considerations in selecting binder type for FAM are basically similar
to those for common bituminous materials, namely traffic load type (heavy or
light traffic) and regional climate, for which a heavily trafficked road or a road
in a hot region requires a harder binder. However, in FAM, binder type also
significantly affects the distribution of binder-fines particles during the mixing
process, which influences the mixture stiffness. Thus, the effect of binder type
on binder distribution should be combined with its effect on mixture
performance when considering binder type selection for FAM.

Binder type influences viscosity and stiffness modulus. Low bitumen pen
will normally have high viscosity and high stiffness modulus. Thus, a FAM
using low bitumen pen will be negatively affected during mixing since binder
with high viscosity reduces workability, but there will be a positive effect on
mixture stiffness due to the high stiffness of the bitumen. For a FAM using
high bitumen pen, the situation will be reversed. Thus, when selecting binder
type for FAM material two things should be considered, i.e. mixer capability
and regional climate. A FAM using low bitumen pen should be mixed using a
high speed mixer to ensure good binder distribution; if a suitable mixer is not
available, it is better to use a higher bitumen pen. On the other hand, if a FAM
is to be paved in a cold region, a softer binder will be better since binder
distribution is more important in developing mixture stiffness at low
temperature; however in a hot region, a harder binder is more suitable since
binder modulus is more important in developing mixture stiffness at high
temperature.

Since binder distribution in FAM is also affected by the maximum
expansion ratio (ERm) of foam which is influenced by binder type, this means
that binder type should also be considered in the mixing process in a second
way. In order to produce high expansion foam, it is suggested that high
temperature (160oC to 180oC) is applied for low bitumen pen (Pen 50/70) and
low temperature (140oC to 160oC) for high bitumen pen (Pen 160/220).
However the effect of bitumen temperature on the binder/foam viscosity
should also be considered.
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Following the above description, the limits of the ERm zones that give
good mixture performance can be estimated from the ranges of foam quality.
Two limit points can be identified, i.e. (1) Minimum ERm value to produce an
effective mixture, and (2) Minimum ERm value to produce a stable mixture
performance.

The first minimum ERm value means that foamed bitumen starts to be able
to mix effectively with cold wet aggregate, although the resulting mixture may
not have stable performance. If the ERm is less than this value, the resulting
mixture will be uncombined asphalt, as when hot bitumen is sprayed onto wet
aggregate. This limit is estimated to represent the start of wet foam structure,
i.e. at a gas content of around 52% which is equal to an ERm of around 2-3.
This value should probably be increased to 5 to give a suitable safety factor
for practical purposes. It is therefore recommended that a minimum ERm
value of 5 (80% gas content) is used to produce an effective FAM. This value
is normally close to that of a foamed bitumen produced at FWC of 1%,
depending on binder type and bitumen temperature.

The second limit represents the minimum value of ERm at which foamed
bitumen can distribute uniformly onto wet aggregate and hence it results in an
optimum mixture performance. This limit is estimated to be at the start of the
stable dry foam region, i.e. at a gas content of around 87.5%, which is equal to
a ERm of about 8. Applying a safety factor, this study recommends an ERm
value of 10 (gas content of 90%) as a minimum. It should be understood that
this value may not be exact due to differences in mixing effectiveness. As an
example, a foam with ERm of 10 may produce optimum mixture performance
when thorough mixing is applied (e.g. good mixer, low batching mass or small
maximum aggregate size); however if poorer mixing is applied, it is possible
that use of an ERm of 8, for example, may produce a similar or even better
mixing performance. This value (ERm of 10) can normally be obtained from a
foamed bitumen produced at FWC less than 2% (typically around 1.5%),
depending on binder type and bitumen temperature.

VI. CLOSURE

Foamed bitumen is mainly composed of bitumen liquid and steam gas, with
the possibility of both wet and dry foam formation (Breward, 1999). The
effect of foaming water content (FWC) on foamed bitumen characteristics has
been identified. It is clearly evident that the value of maximum expansion
ratio (ERm) increases with increasing FWC; however the half-life (HL) value
follows the opposite trend. This is because dry foam (high ERm) tends to be
more unstable than wet foam (low ERm) (Kraynik, 1983).
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Foamed bitumen technology can be used in road construction either by ‘in-
situ (in- place)’ or ‘ex-situ (in-plant)’ method. In neither system is it
necessary to heat the aggregate materials (either recycled or fresh aggregates)
prior to mixing with foamed bitumen. In-situ treatment offers a cost effective
and rapid form of road rehabilitation with relatively lower quality than ex-situ
mixing method, whereas ex-situ mixing enables control of input materials and
mixing quality and also the material produced can be stored for later use (up
to 3 months).

The role of mixing in the process of generating foamed asphalt material is
important since foamed bitumen collapses rapidly in seconds. Foamed
bitumen should be produced at the best quality to ensure that the foam
disperses as much as possible in the mixture. Aggregate moisture content
should be predetermined properly to ensure foamed bitumen is able to
distribute onto the aggregate surface.  Mixer capabilities (power, speed and
agitator type) should be designed to guarantee the most homogenous foam
dispersal in the mixture.

The parameters considered to select foamed bitumen properties in order to
achieve an optimised FCMA are (a) mixing protocol, (b) binder type, (c)
maximum expansion ratio (ERm) and (d) foaming water content (FWC) and
bitumen temperature.
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